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George Harrison
talks frankly to
Mike Hennessey
about the rift
in the Beatles
and the
Bangla Desh
concert
IN A "Come back Paul, all is forgiven" mood,
George Harrison said this week: "I wish we could
all be friends again. It's a drag that things are as
they are, because Apple is now becoming much
more what we originally wanted it to be.

"Personally I'd like to see Paul back at Apple and let
him do what he wants to do. After all the new studio is
his studio, too, and I'd like to see it all happening for us
all.

"At the moment he is cut off from the three of us.
The last time I saw him was in December."

Asked whether he thought John Lennon's recent
unkind references to Paul on his "Imagine" album, had
deepened the rift, George replied:

"Maybe John felt
like that about Paul at
the time he was
writing the song, but
he doesn't feel like
that all the time. The
song doesn't represent
what he really feels.
It's just John - people

really under -

t h ink John's
is great -

though that track
about Paul is a bit
hard. But it's only
something felt at the
time ..."

TRIBUTE
What supports

George's view is the
fact that when Lennon
was running through
the "who wrote what"
list of the Beatle songs
published exclusively
in RM Oct. 2, he
frequently paid tribute
to Paul's ability as a
composer and as a
compatible colleague.

But whatever the
possibilities of a Beatle
reconciliation, George is
extremely keen on going
ahead with a series of
charity concerts with
John Lennon, Ringo,
Klaus Voormann and any
other names who may
wish to take part.

The success of George's
concert for Bangla Desh
has inspired him with the
idea of building a

permanent disaster fund
which could be
continually topped up by
proceeds from such
concerts.

Talking about his initial
involvement with the
Bangla Desh tragedy,
George said: "As I tried
to say at the Madison
Square Garden concert,
this particular crusade
started when I was in
Beverly Hills - just about
as removed as I could be
from the disaster. The
only way I could really
relate to it was through

wish we
could all
be friends
again'

Ravi. He's
to my life
felt I

something.
"At first we thought of

it as just a gesture to raise
a few thousand dollars,
but the concert made
$256,000 and the record
is going to make very
much more. I was talking
to Allen Klein about the
record and he said if we
sell three million we'd
make $41/2 million dollars
- but the record company
would make three times
that. So I talked to EMI
and they agreed to put
the record out for cost.
So if we sell three million
we stand to make
anything up to $16
million."

given so much
that I suddenly
had to do

PRICE
Apple were less

successful in their
negotiations with the
British Treasury in trying
to have the record go on
sale tax free. Just what
price the three -LP set plus
book will sell at is still
not established.

Says George: "We hope
to have the album out in
America in early
November. The 64 -page
book that goes with it will
be a sequence of photos
that follow the run of the

concert and the tracks on
the LPs. We plan to fix
the price when I'm in
New York.

"Everyone has been
great about the record and
we've had no problem
with the other record
companies. Bob Dylan
really has been great too
- first in doing the
concert, then in following
it through. The whole
thing has just snowballed
and, from what I

understand, UNICEF are
knocked out - not only
by the money we__are
raising but by the
world-wide reaction the
whole concert created. It's
really brought about a lot
more awareness of the
disaster."

George is seeking
expert advice on how best
to use the money so that
it has the maximum
effect. "We'll need people
to administer the money
- maybe Ravi, Bob and
me will have to sign the
cheques but we need good
advice. I understand it
costs $1 million a day to
feed all those people -
but we don't want to
spend all the money in
one go. We want to build
it up, invest it."

The Bangla Desh
campaign got under way
just at the time when
George would normally

have been preparing
another album so he has
had to postpone the
project until early next
year. "But I've got a load
of new songs together -
thirty or forty."

Asked if he felt that
his writing potential in the
Beatle era had been a
little inhibited by the
towering talents of
Lennon and McCartney,
George said: "Well it was
difficult to get songs done
the way I wanted them as
we were limited to a four
piece group. I had to do
about eight of Paul's songs
before we got round to
doing one of mine.

MOVIES
"But now I'm very

much more involved in
writing."

He says he still likes
the brand of pop that he
cut his musical teeth on -
Bob Dylan, Little Richard,
Chuck Berry - although
admits that his own
writing is more
sophisticated soft rock.

Finally I asked George
if he had any plans to
move into the movie field
and he smiled and said:
"I've never really had any
ambitions flim-wise and
I've never fancied myself
as a film star. I'm much
too involved in music."

SPAIN, it seems, has been
the source of inspiration
for many a writer, poet
and artist and Luther
Grosvenor is no exception.

Following the break up
of that good little band,
Spooky Tooth, lead
guitarist Luther, and
vocalist Mike Harrison
decided to venture
together to Spain. In fact,
the planned songwriting
combination never quite
gelled, but a lot of
material evolved none the
less!

CLOSE
"I went to Spain with

Mike because we are very
close and at the time we
thought it would be nice
to write together," Luther
told me. "But I was trying
to write things with Mike
and then I found I could
do it better for myself. I

wrote about five or six
numbers that were
recorded and I got into
quite a thing of being able
to write."

On their return to
Britain, Mike recorded his
own album while Luther
followed suit with 'Under
Open Skies'. And for his
album, Luther enlisted the
help of his Swedish wife
Githa.

"She's been helping me
with my writing for about
a year." Luther explained.
"She doesn't play an
instrument, but she
suggests how she thinks
things might sound better,
and she is good with
words. We've just written
another six potential
songs, and this time I'm
pleased with the words."

RIPENED
These latest

compositions were also
ripened in the Spanish
sun, while Luther and
Githa were staying at
recording boss Chris
Blackwell's home there.

"I just like to go back
to Spain every year, but if
I went too often I would
lose my feeling for the
place. There's no
television, no radio and
the people are pleased to
see us - as we are to see
them. One guy there,
Hugh Millar, who is in his
forties is tremendous. He's
a musician himself and he
takes a great interest in
what we're doing. He's
just given me the lyrics of
'I Ain't No Monkey' an

With a little
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LUTHER GROSVENOR

old twelve bar blues
number, which I'm going
to record. I've got to find
out first though who
wrote it originally, which
is going to be hard to
do."

Once the problem is
overcome, though, it
could well turn out as a

track on the next
Grosvenor album, which
he hopes to complete
work on shortly. In the
meantime to 'bridge the
gap' Luther has a single
'Here Comes The Queen'

- a track from his album
- released on Island."It was the most
commercial song of the
whole batch," he told me.
"But it wasn't looked
upon as a commercial
'poppy' song then, it
wasn't meant to be a

single."
Nevertheless 'Here

Comes The Queen' has
received a lot of radio
play, and has obviously
helped to create interest
in Luther in his own right.

HAPPY
The Spooky Tooth tag

though is bound to remain
for some time - but with
such a group reputation,
that should enhance, not
spoil his chances.

"I was happy with
Spooky Tooth because I

enjoyed it personally,"
said Luther. "But some
times the whole band
didn't. I dug the music,
liked the people and liked
playing. We had respect
from other musicians, but
I think we broke up
simply because we'd been
together a long time,
about five years, and
everybody got fed up.

"I don't expect to
work from the top now,
I'm quite prepared to
work my way up from the
bottom. I need Top of the
Pops and I need all this
too."

Valerie
Mabbs
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